Continental Tyres- safety you can trust
TYRES CAR / 4X4

Passenger car tyres SPORTIVA
Sportiva is a tyre brand belonging to the Continental group.
Sportiva tyres always meet the criteria of stability, resistance, and reliability for all kinds of vehicles,
be it a bus or a light truck.
Sportiva vouches for the outstanding cost eﬀectiveness of its products, irrespectul of the weather
conditions. Featuring high resistance to aquaplaning and ﬁrst class quality, Sportiva tyres also come
with stunning traction. Ideal for light trucks and mid-sized cars. Using cutting-technologies provides
drivers with quiet driving and low rolling resistance.
Sportiva tyres are relatively new to the tyre market and have a strong reputation for safe and reliable
tyres. They produce tyres for many sectors within the tyre market including; Car, Van, Truck, 4x4 and
specialist winter tyres. If your looking for a lot of tyre for great value then Sportiva tyres may be the
answer.
Sportiva are actually part of the Continental tyre family and we all know what that means! Excellent,
cutting edge tyre technology. Sportiva oﬀer the same but at a fraction of the price.
Sportiva Performance Sportiva Performance is a summer-season tyre, which is the perfect solution
for those looking for a mix of performance, build-quality and good value for money. The tyre has an
asymmetric tread pattern, which gives safe driving in various conditions. Great grip on the road gives
one a feeling of safety, regardless of the prevailing road conditions.
The Sportiva Performance was intended to hold grip on dry and wet surfaces. With the Sportiva
Performance, one is not astonished with a sudden downpour or high warmth (extreme street
temperatures). One can keep control of one's vehicle, and every move is performed easily and
rapidly. The braking force is likewise improved by the outline of this tyre. The furrows on the inward
part of the unbalanced tread design eﬀectively scatter water to provide a great level of protection
against aquaplaning. Additionally, the external part gives dependability amid fast cornering.
The Sportiva Performance tyre works in a wide temperature range and it also has high resistance to
wear. This reﬁned model, which is deﬁned by stress-free travel on an everyday basis. It is a featurerich tyre for the budget-driven driver. The
Sportiva Performance is made by Sportiva, which is a white-label brand of the German organization
Continental. This is a reaction by one of the biggest tyre manufacturers to appease budget-driven
drivers. Products connected with
Continental are profoundly respected by their clients and specialists from the tyre industry.
Advance Pitstop are a leading supplier of Sportiva tyres in Ireland. You can buy Sportiva car tyres at
any Advance Pitstop branch nationwide at competitive prices.
Produced in Europe by one of the world’s leading premium tyre manufacturers, Sportiva tyres exceed
all the major requirements of today’s discerning motorists. Industry leading research and
development has resulted in a truly superb product range designed to suit most popular vehicles on
our roads.
Produced to the highest quality standards, Sportiva oﬀers top of the range performance at a real
value for money price.

NEW!

Perfect performance.

The new Sportiva Performance.
• Sporty, precise handling
• High mileage
• Reduced noise emissions

The new Sportiva Performance
By optimising the profile components, we improve handling, ride comfort and mileage.

Sporty, precise handling

High mileage

Reduced noise emissions

The asymmetrical tread design with
solid circumferential centre ribs result
in a direct steering response, enabling
sporty, highly precise handling.

The macroblock design and the opti mised connections between tread blocks
reduce tread slippage as the tyre rolls.
This increases mileage while ensuring
even tread wear.

The noise-optimised arrangement of the
tread elements and the closed outer
shoulder reduce noise emissions. This
ensures greater comfort thanks to low
noise within the vehicle and due to low
external noise it is also environmentally
friendly.

Tyre performance
Even wear
107 %

Sportiva Performance
Sportiva Super Z+ = 100 %
Mileage
107 %

Dry handling
102 %

Noise objective
103 %

Dry braking
101 %

Noise subjective
102 %

Wet handling
101 %

Rolling resistance
103 %

Wet braking
100 %
Aquaplaning
98 %

Dimensions
Tyre width in mm

Rim size in inches

Tyre cross-section

Speed-symbol

195-255

15-19

Serie 65-35

H, V, W, Y

